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FILE 770:80, paddles sadly through the rapids of fannish 
chaos to your sailbox and soggily announces it case fros 
Mike Glyer of 5828 Woodaan Ave. 12, Van Nuys CA 91401. 
Stay close enough to be splashed by fan news by 
subscribing 5 issues for $5.00, $1.25 overseas air printed 
matter rate -- or whatever other surreptitious leans you 
can devise!

The Noreascon Three Hugo ballot-stuffing controversy has 
continued to produce a great deal sore heat than light. 
Beese and Hamilton have circulated a 6-page aeio and 
provoked the Noreascon Three committee to retaliate with a 
27-page press release whose cover letter ends, ’We invite 
you to read our narrative and these docusents and sake up 
your ainds.”

Before offering that blandly confident invitation, however, 
the coaiittee sakes it clear they have withheld a 
considerable asount of relevant information.

What they did disclose gives the public a limited review of 
the evidence Mark Olson, George Flynn, Rick Katze and the 
rest of the committee have used to fors their decisions. 
The data almost does sore to inform one about the 
committee’s own attitudes and sethods than about he bloc 
voting scheme and its prepretrators.

Noreascon's first press release informed fans that block 
voting had been detected in sany Hugo categories, sose of 
those votes beino cast by new supporting se^bers who bought 
their memberships with sequentially-nuebered postal soney 
orders. The cossittee's new release includes a 7 page 
chronology of the ballot-stuffing scandal, describing scse 
of the evidence, and rationalizing the cossittee's 
decisions at each step.

Noreascon states: '...We were aware fairly early that a 
rather large aaount of bloc voting was taking place, but 
this did not greatly concern us until the wave of money
order ballots started appearing in mid-March (the three 
soney orders in February had not been noticed at the time). 
The deadline for Hugo nominations was March 15 (postmark) 
and all the soney order ballots had been received by March 
16. The aeabers of the committee were sade aware of the 
outlines of the situation, and a discussion of the matter 
was planned for Saturday, March 25, when a meeting had 
already been scheduled to confirm the noaination counts and 
resolve any Hugo eligibility questions. ...The coasittee 
agreed that the aoney-order ballots constituted an 
impropriety: the question was what to do about it."

Noreascon's statesent carefully defined their terms: "The 
bloc vote' refers to a set of over 50 nomination ballots 
with strongly correlated nominations. More precisely, 
there were several subsets, with a very strong reseablance 
aaong the ballots in each subset, and a soaewhat lesser 
reseablance between one subset and another. We presuae 
that several people were soliciting noainations, each with 

((please turn to page 13))
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DAN FOSSES AMAY^ Apgreciation by Charles Lee
L

San Alderson passed away quietly in bed at about 11 AH the 
•orning of May 17. He is survived by his father and by 
•any friends in Fandoa and the world of Science.

What does one say when one has nixed suctions about the 
loss of a friend? I an sad, because I'll- never see #y 
friend again; on the other hand, he had a very hard time 
of it these last few years and now the hardship and pain 
are over, and for that 1 have to feel relieved and in a 
way happy for hi«.

For so«e tiae he had been in a convalescent hone near the 
clubhouse, stricken by the effects of diabetes, He could 
no longer see (a said fate for a reader as avid as Dan), 
had lost his sense of touch, and had lost a foot to 
surgery, His best friend, Ed Buchaan, had for sone tiae 
been bringing Dan the «ile or so to the club, so that he 
could experience at least something of LASFS meetings. 
But eventually even that proved too stressful, and his 
only enjoyments were a radio that Roger Hill had 
especially rigged for him, and the visits of his LASFS 
chu«s. The last time I saw hi« I spent sone tiae reading 
to hit frot "Walt Disney's Conics and Stories’, giving a 
dramatic reading of a Hickey House serial. Doing the 
voice of Black Pete is very hard on the throat, but it 

increased Dan's en.joyaent and nade the occasion a hayr? 
one.

I first net Dan Alderson in late 1967 or early i960, soon 
after I .joined LASFS, and by the aiddle of 1969 je were 
good friends. Dan was an excellent friend to haver giving, 
caring, interested in his friends' lives, and yith ear.y 
facets of interest to those who listened to (though 
sometises his self-effacing attitude could be a bit such.)

Dan worked his whole life for the Jj?t Propulsion 
Laboratories, and his TRAM (TRAjectory Monitor) program was 
a vital part of the unmanned space effort id the 60s and 
70s. Viking, Mariner and especially Voyager ships made it 
into space principally because of his coaouter genius. 
When sone alien race finds that pique «e sent out, it will 
be a tribute to Dan Aldersgn.

Dan had many interests in fandoa. He was a charter aeaiber 
of CAPA-alpha, the first coaics asateur press association, 
and was for a tiae its Central Mailer, He introduced Glen 
Goodknight to the works of JRR Tolkien, and so is a sort of 
godfather to the Mythopoeic Society. At LASFS, he did many 
things over the years: he was a inter of the LASFS Board 
of Directors for a very long ti«e, and was Senior 
CoMitteeman (Vice President) when the club bought its 
first clubhouse, and had the distinction of calling to
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order the first meeting there. He was the treasurer for a 
few local conventions. His efforts on behalf of APA-L 
were considerable.

Dan’s favorite authors were mostly people he knew, like 
Larry NiYen, Jerry Pburnelle, Poul Anderson, Hal Clement 
and. I'm nroud in sav, me. He also like the comics work 
of Otto Binder and William Wool folk. He dearly loved the 
old "Space Patrol" series.

But he was also a master raconteur hiaself, with a rich 
fantasy universe people with interesting races and 
characters. He could tell you about thee almost 
endlessly. The people of Toadland, the Mauvepucians (what 
most people know as coaic-book Funny Animals), 
Arfnibblestein (aaster villain who spent his time in 
search of the Arfnibblestone, source of ultimate power), 
and many acre, most with naaes so long and strange that 
Douglas Adaas would do the dance of joy to hear thea.

All of this controlled fro* the key point in the Cosmos, 
which just happened to be Dan’s home in Tujunga, known as 
"Universe Center." He knew these stories well, but 
somehow never got around to writing thea down.

And now the Universe has lost its Center. Goodbye, Dan.

6 E1ANT STEP: Where is Tim Kyger now? Moved to Hashi ngton 
DC where he works for Congressman Dana Rohrbacher of 
California’s 42nd district (Seal Beach) doing science and 
technical issues. In recent years Kyger has been a 
prominent advocate of space exploration, living in San 
Francisco. Further miraculous proof there is life after 
being a WorldCon chair.

THE ALLISON FILE: Thanks to his 6eo car commercials, 
Harlan Ellison was asked to appear on HBO’s "Hot 
Necessarily The News" in a live broadcast Nay 24. He 
would be appearing in his role as "Noted Futurist".

Appearing in a virtual repertory company of roles, Ellison 
has asked to do 20 panels at the 1988 Nestercon, to be 
held July 4 weekend in Anaheim, CA. Maybe he would break 
the Guiness Book of Records mark for most panels done by a 
pro on a convention weekend. But is the tawdry pursuit of 
statistics Ellison’s goal? When asked why he is doing 
this Ellison said amiably, "Oh, only to piss people off."

Tiff KBL? lyRNED UPSIDE DOWN: Three Down Under fans took a 
walkabout Los Angeles in Nay while on separate American 
tours.

Western Australians Julia Bateman and her husband Craig 
Hilton spread the word that there is a revitalized Perth 
in ’94 WorldCon bid. Ironically, because one of the bids 
is about 10,000 miles closer to home, Perth and Winnipeg 

suffer comparable disadvantages in accest to the US voter 
base due to their geographic isolation aAd the expense of 
travel. In last October's Nagle Leaf Rag, Vancouverite 
William Affleck-Asch-Lowe reported that the sentiment at 
NOLAcon favored the Winnipeg bid. Nov both must also 
contend with a Nashville, TN, bid for the same year.

Bid Coordinator Julia Bateman's handout says, "One of our 
major problems is that we are so far from the centres of 
fan activity in the United States and Britain. That means 
we have to work twice as hard as anyone else to tell fans 
about ourselves. It is impossible for us to carry out the 
same kinds of bidding activities that US fan centres can 
without spending many thousands of dollars. This is a 
handicap, but one we are determined to overcome." She 
adds, "There are many world class facilities in Perth that 
we established for the 11984 America's! Cup from which we 
will benefit. At the moment we are looking at Observation 
City and the facilities around it as a possible convention 
site. It has everything necessary for a memorable 
convention, and the Indian Ocean over the road is a superb 
swimming pool." Part of a LASFS meeting vas given over to 
their presentation.

Los Angeles also played host to Nigel Rove in early May. 
Returning to Nev Zealand after awhile in the U.K., Nigel 
made a fanzine fan's tour of America, spending 5 days in 
Madison and Corflu weekend in Minneapolis. Nigel's LA hosts 
were Marty and Robbie Cantor, who enlisted me to take him 
to Disneyland. Talking to Nigel I felt it was a dose 
call, but Disneyland impressed him even more than the 
world’s biggest concrete cow, chewing its silicon cud on a 
North Dakota hilltop.

SCIFI REIMBURSES WORLDCOM APA ^PENSES: Robert Sacks 
writes, "I am pleased to report that I have received an 
expense check from SCIFI (the Southern California Institute 
for Fan Interests) for the full amount of ay expenses in 
producing WOOF 12/13 at NOLAcon II. This is money I never 
expected to see; words cannot express ay gratitude." SCIFI 
funded the amount from '84 WorldCon profits,

the KI! KKR*n9N' tare Zontar Ro« was 60115 *Pril 
30, 1989 to parents Dana Siegel and Eric Rowe. David's 
weight at birth was 6 lbs. 8 oz.

II HAPPENED IN EILAND: The April issue of Portland’s 
clubzine, Pulsar, reports: "Bryce Walden's cat Bilbo died 
at the age of 19 years and 8 months; the funeral will be 
tomorrow...(it is NOT a party)." Also, "David Johnson is 
looking for a copy of the Koran." (For what?) And: 
"Michael Pearce has put out a contract on the life of the 
Ayatollah." (Oh.)

In the same issue, Roger Mells furnishes a very thought
provoking discussion of the appropriateness of censorship



from the Third World’s point of view, together with 
aasples of its mixed successes at dictating which 
benefits of Western technology and culture will be 
admitted to those countries. It's not a long article, but 
one well worth noting for fresh insights about a topic 
cost fans and pros typically reduce to boring, self- 
rigit sous'i nd ignat ion.

r 3 copy of Pulsar, send 50 cents to: PorSFis, PD Box 
4502, Portland OR 37208.

^EONS I SPAWNS DEFENDED: Hei da Kathleen Kennedy in The 
NASFA discussing tv coverage of DADD (Bothered 
About Dungeons and Dragons), said, “Pat Pulling, whose son 
mjiitted suicide and who founded BAUD was Lon Sally Jesse 
Raphael]. She said she wasn't biasing Dungeons and 
Dragons or any other game and she thought parents should 
be aware of what their children are doing so they can 
exercise control.if necessary. This sounds well and good 
but she made a big point of DID being a role-playing game 
as opposed to a 'board game' (Monopoly was mentioned). 
Someone said that accusing DStD of causing all the problees 
the kids who play it have is like saying that someone who 
plays Monopoly will go out and participate in insider 
trading. It. also seems that the acronym BADD is designed 
to give DW a negative isage." Heh -- no doubt, but wait 
until they discover their service mark is also used by a 
California group. Bikers Against Drunk Drivers!

NNA EXPRESS ^00 OR BUS? PROMOTION: Prominent aeong the 
legion of new desktop-published sercon fanzines vying for 
the attention of pro writers (an attainable goal) and of 
enough subscribers to break even (a more elusive goal) is 
Noya SEET®ss. AJexas fanzine which received an early 
financial assist fro# FACT, Noya Express draws on such the 
saite pro cossunity as Texas SF Inguirer did, offers a 
comparable high standard of saterial, but aims for a 
readership that in other days would have read Al,gcl. For 
example, the Howard Waldrop these issue, #3, sold out
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three printings.

The editors have sanaged to place their zine in a few sf 
specialty bookstores, and have the iamediate goal of 
rounding up enough subscribers to produce 200 copies for 
bulk rate sail, so the '200 or Bust' drawing of several 
gifts for new subscribers. Harlan Ellison said he was 
quite gratified by a review of his work in the sost recent 
issue. Subscriptions are SB for one year in the US, fro# 
Michael Sumbera at 1115 Drava Lane, Houston TX 77090.

PILE 770 OFFICIALLY DETERMINED 'NOT A [ANHNEH Long-ti#e 
readers know I've been loudly ignoring Ted White's message 
to this effect for years, but now I say “Uncle!* In the 
May DASFAx Harry Harner Jr. writes: "...it's been so long 
since I saw a fanzine published in Los Angeles that I don't 
know if niaeography has become obsolete out there."

MEW ENTRY IN TEXAS[ MAKE YOUR OWN SF FAN CONTEST:. To quote 
«y Texas source, 'You didn't hear it fro# «e but Fred 
[Duarte! and Karen IMeschke], Dennis and Pat's replacement 
at Noreascon, are expecting a child of their own around the 
first of November." Less anonymous confirmation appears in 
the Noreascon Three Program Apa.

ARMApiLLOCON DUSTUP: David Thayer has withdrawn as a guest 
of AraadiIlocon, displeased at a change in his status that 
he attributes to Fandoa Association of Central Texas 
leaders Steve Jackson and Monica Stephens. A fanartist who 
appears in these pages under the signature 'Teddy Hama", 
Thayer said he was originally invited as AraadiHorn's 
Artist Suest. He reports that his status became a subject 
of FACT politics, and publicity for Araadillocon changed to 
reflect "Official Artist: David Thayer, Fan Artist: Teddy 
Harvia." Thayer said, "I felt like I was being insulted." 
He informed the chair, 'Either I'm your artist guest or 
nothing," and getting an impression there were not enough 
votes on the FACT board to restore his as "Artist Guest" he 
withdrew. Thayer adds, “I wish it hadn't happened that 
way."

UORLON HISTORY EXHIBIT AT NOREASCON THREE:, by Bruce Pelz 
To celebrate the 50th Anniversary of the First World SF 
Convention in 1939, Noreascon 3, the 1989 World SF 
Convention, is developing exhibits on the history of the 
science fiction field.

One of the exhibits is the History of the WorldCon itself. 
I am looking for memorabilia and souvenirs of any and all 
HorldCons — things published or produced for or by the 
WoridCon, or photographs which convey some of the features 
or atmosphere of the WorldCon. (Photograps of such things 
as masquerade costumes, unless they picture something which 
was a highlight of the convention as a whole, are #ore 
appropriate to other exhibits, e.g., the History of the 
Masquerade.) I do intend to include such things as a photo
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at the first costuee worn to a MorIdCon.

I a* especially looking for the large Banquet Photos which 
were taken. 1 have those for 1958, 1963 and 1972. I 
need any others.

Neys in SF

think of things that should go into it, and 
the Exhibit will grow over the four years.

So: (3) Mould the likely source of a copy of 
the itee you suggest be villin to allow it 
to travel to the next several VorldCons, as 
a Travelling. Historical Exhibit?

Please write to Bruce Pelz, 15931 Kalisher 
St., Granada Hills CA 91344. (818) 366-3827 
:: ECZ5PELWCLAMVS.BITNET

NEBULA AWARD WINNERS: The Science Fiction 
Writers of Aeerica gave their trophies to:

BEST NOVEL: Falling Free, Lois McMaster 
Bujold.

BEST NOVELLA: ‘The Last of the Winnebagos’, 
Connie Millis

BEST NOVELTTE: ‘Schrodinger’s Kitten*, George Alec 
Ef finger

BEST SHORT STORY: ’Bible Stories For Adults, No. 17: The 
Deluge*, Janes Norrow.

GRAND MASTER AWARD: Ray Bradbury

I have a complete set of WorldCon Prograa Books. (Thanks 
for the eissing one, Dave Kyle!) I have two sets of 
playing cards (Eash, Finlay) produced as fundraisers by 
conventions. Here there any others? I have the Zelazny 
Poetry Booklet (1963, Discon I), and the Jack Gaughan art 
portfolio (1969, St. Louiscan). I have the postage staops 
— full sheets and 'covers’ of both ’Bars Mail' and ’Moon 
Nail' — froa 1955. I have the three years of Proceedings 
(1962, 1963, 1980) and the 4 voluaes of photographs called 
CONVENTION ANNUAL (i960, 1962, 1963, 1966) by Jay Kay 
Klein.

It is probably easy to find a complete set of the NESFA 
Press Guest-of-Honor books. And there is root for only a 
few of the WorldCon t-shirts. (Which WorldCon produced 
the first one? Was there a ’best’ one over the years?) I 
know there was one WorldCon hat (1984). Vere there tore? 
Any other clothing? 1980 did a Tote Bag: uere there 
others?

So: (1) What at I eissing that ought to go into the 
exhibit? (2) Where can i get a copy?

The text several VorldCons have agreed to include the 
WorldCon History Exhibit in their plans, so that it can 
begin with the 50th Anniversary of the WorldCon and 
continue through the 50th WorldCon in 1992. (The 4th 
WorldCon was postponed free 1942 to 1946 because of Mil.) 
The expectation is that people looking at the Exhibit will
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Steve Barnes is a rare six of spontaneous wit, sincerity 
and vartth.x After a long the trying to help friends on 
convention coaaittees outside LA ’discover'1 his as a 
toasttaster -- along caste the Horvescon cotaittee 'Ao 
figured all by themselves what a fine toastaaster Steve 
would be. So not only was I fortunate to be Morwescon’s 
fan guest of honor this year, but that gave ee a front row 
seat for Barnes' successful debut. 1 also renewed 
acquaintance with Algis Budrys, a very popular choice as 
pro guest of honor, interviewing hie as part of the 
prograt about all those other aspects of his background 
and career we neglected in the interview for File 77$.

It seems like just yesterday Greg Bennett and friends 
began hosting Norwescons, but in fact ’yesterday* was a 
decade ago. Their cowittee is very experienced, with 
leaders like Judy Suryan, and this year's chair Elizabeth 
Warren (who changed hats froe her past role as 
proprietress of the Con Suite).

Formerly rivalling Boskone as the largest and eost 
successful regional, Worwescon used to draw over 3000 to 
downtown Seattle, and was an automatic stop for the SFHA 
and a loyal following of Eastern stofs. But even before 
Boskone had probleas, Sorwescon’s large esebership of 
party-hearty attendees ran afoul of downtown hotels. 
Morwescon retrenched and resorted to the Sheraton Tacooa, 
on a hill overlooking this industrial and tittering city 
about 50 tiles down the road froe Seattle. The 1983 
coatittee was ruled by hope that having another incident- 
free con under their belts would let thee negotiate a 
return to Seattle, and watchful against drunken vandalise 
that could lose their Tacoaa site and kill Morwescon.

Horwescons still attract Ben Yalov, and Gary Feldbau# (who 
had to take a deposition in Wyoting and also dropped by to 
present Philadelphia fandoa's Philip K. Dick Award). Many 
Vancouverites cane down, including Fran Skene, Hilliass 
Affleck-Asch-Love, Steve Forty and others promoting the 
city’s itestercon bid. Kevin Standlee had a party for the 
opposition bid for Sacramento. Elton T. Elliott of 
Portland answered ay questions about Dick Geis but was far 
fore avid about the nanotechnology conference he'd 
attended. Apparently at that conference a leading 
nanotech scholar rebuked science fiction writers for 
frightening the public with their speculations, and SAM 
President Greg Bear got up and read the riot act. 1 asked 
Elliott if the deep Washington weather affected ay 
sinusitis. He said, ’I don’t know about you, but people

in Klingon aakeup at 9 AM give me a headache.’ A few 
people, old-tise Morwescon regulars who have been coting to 
these things since nineteen-ought-eighty-one, confided that 
’Norwescon is dead: it’s just nobody has told it to lie 
down yet", a rather peculiar sentiment applied to a con 
drawing 2600 people this year.

Having programmed two conventions in the last year, the 
thought was freshly in find that whatever inforeation I 
gave the participants, they were entitled to have tore. In 
case you wondered what it’s like -- as a panelist — to 
have 10M of the information available for a prograt itea, 
now we know: it’s hurdensofe. Reporting to the Green Root 
Thursday afternoon, I was given not eerely a registration 
packet, and but 2-page computer-generated prograa 
assignment sheet for each of 12 things I was supped to do 
that weekend. Hot wanting to be derelict in any of ay 
responsibilities I vent up to ay root and read this 
material for two solid hours. Each event sheet had a 
paragraph describing the event, a checklist of the 
equipaent requirements, and other things needed only by the 
ccssittee -- knowing the hotel resute didn’t take m a
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better panelist, and based on the Norwescon experisent 
(not error) I will have a standard to apply next lifts I 
have to organize a progras. (Like a certain other 
convention starting with 1N’, Nor me on also had a lot of 
schedule changes — a coaeittee representative eade an 
extraordinary apology free the Masquerade stage.)

The coMittee hosted the guests at a fine dinner in a 
Sheraton banquet rooe, welcoaing Steve and Toni Sarnes, 
and across free Br. and Hrs. Alan Nourse (the doctor was 
Science 6oH) and Algis Budrys. At Opening Ceresonies 
Steve Barnes assured attendees Norvescon is his favorite 
con. Then I was off to ay 9 PM progras iteo.

Mark Manning and Jerry Kaufaan vers presiding over the 
fanzine Rooe (in a bed-less hotel root). But 'Strange 
Finnish Tales and Jokes", as is often the case when a 
prograa is situated in a rooa that can barely contain its 
audience, seeaed to have a lot sore energy and a sore 
focused audience as the classic tales were related, Jerry 
Kaufun told the "Secret Handgrip of Fandoo’ story ' — he

Sil? Sim
was a participant, which «eans I have heard the story told 
by each of the principals except Palis herself, Loren 
MacGregor told a tale of mistaken identity and having 
nothing to eat at a con except Alice 8. Toklas brownies 
that leads up to the punch line, ’...And Ted White was so 
loaded he didn't even recognize his own wife!" And I told 
the story of The Shaft’s Last Adventure.

A nusber of interesting prograa itess were staged in the 
Fanzine goes, though one that didnH work out was a 
conference call with Minicw. Though while we weren’t 
talking to Miniccn, we were raptly listening to Wendell 
Joost tell about brewing Desert Peach brandy, how Donna 
Barr drew the labels, and how an occasional bit of 
deliberate ineptitude on the part of the brewer provided 
foaaing boobytraps to be given as gifts to unsuspecting, 
but deserving turkeys.

Normtori does a nusber of things for volunteers our local 
conventions could learn fro*. On the last day of the 
convention they invited all ths GoHs to a 'Volunteers/GoH 
Party', staking sure the volunteers got to fleet the guests. 
This let the guests thank the people who ran the 
convention. Door prizes were raffled off to volunteers. 
Judy Suryas also prosoted the coasittee/volunteer suaaer 
get-togethers. There was a discussion of why people are 

' volunteers. One gofer said she had worked all but two 
conventions she attended because it let her in "behind-the 
-scenes", and Judy Suryan joked, “Now you don’t know what’s 
going on in auch sore detail!"

The Con Suite staff, which had ordered even sore food than 
they gave out last year, found iheaselves swaraed over by 
fans who didn’t believe TANSTAAFL. Between feedings the 
swara regained in a lounge area outside the suite. They 
were still around on Easter aorning when the lounge becaae 
a studio for a talk show iaprovised by Norwestern's video 
and tech crew. Viewing the closed-circuit broadcast in ay 
rooa, I gathered they were asking a great deal of noise 
because an irate wogan accused thea of the kind of 
rowdiness that had gotten Norweston kicked out of other 
hotels. Suring the show's call-in segaent the host had to 
suatarize the incosing calls because there was no link 
between the telephone and television audio. Guests Donn* 
Barr and the Desert Peach (in Afrika Korps khakis) aided 
the hosts’ efforts to explain and tsp the anonyaous 
callers. The rest of the mbership iaprovised their own 
parties. I spent sose tiae in the Saturday night DC in ’92 
party where Algis Budrys was holding forth. (I can’t 
reaeaber the last tise I found a pro guest of honor so 
accessible — or found one at all, after 5 PM?) The 
Vancouverites sold hard cider for a buck a cup to finance 
their festercon bid. Alexis and Doll Gilliland collected 
F. N. Busby, Fran Skene and ayself to see the big suite 
they’d been rented at con rates as a sake-nice for royally 
screwing up their reservations. Nhile we sat it a round



table, Alexis penned the cartoons appearing this issue.

At the banquet; membership was announced as being 2600: 
and breakeven was announced at perhaps 2OT less, leaving 
one to ponder whether the budget was authored by a 
tightrope walker, or else Morwescon has mastered the 
science of promptly reinvesting its cash in the con.

lALTlCON 23? (March 24;26) by Martin foorse poster
For sous reason the downtown Baltimore Baiticons see® to 
have much sore zest and vitality than Baiticons held in 
that city’s suburbs. This year's Baiticon, held once 
again in the Dani after a brief return to the Hunt Valley 
Inn, proved to be a considerable improvement over last 
year's convention.

Baiticon still has many problems. The con organizers 
still have to learn that the convention is held over two 
nights. Friday night is still completely controlled by 
costumers; if, like me, you don’t have that such interest 
in masquerades, Balticon Friday night was extremely 
boring. And the con suite was the worst con suite I've 
ever seen for a major convention.

Still, froa Saturday morning onwards, the convention was 
enjoyable. Saturday's highlights included a fine talk by 
L. Sprague DeCaap on current developments in anthropology. 
In the afternoon, Esther Friesner had her fantasies 
fulfilled by being hauled around the convention in a sedan 
chair by four iron-theved slave boys, two of which wore 
green paint. The 'slave boys" promise to be at for eascon, 
supplying egoboo for suitable fees.

Saturday night marked the latest round in the great battle 
between Washington and Orlando for the 1592 forldCon. The 
Discon committee held five, count’s®, five? parties on 
three, count’ea, three1! continents, including the 
Australian and British national conventions, Morwescon, 
Minicon and Baiticon. Orlando countered with parties at 
Contrivance, forwescon and Bal than and according to Judy 
Bemis, "in Minneapolis we have Laurie Mann running a 
table, which is almost as good as a party.' The Di scon 
suite was larger, but the Orlando party won on style. GoH 
C. J. Cherryh preferred the Orlando party, sin^isg 
filksongs until at least 2 AM. Other major parties 
included the Weird Tales party, Not Dundalk in *92, 
Boxboro Fandom and the Baen Books party. Supposedly 
Winnipeg in ’34 held a party, but I didn't attend it. 
Baiticon attendance was 2000.

SWANCON nik (Easter Weekend£ Perth) by Jack Herman
One of the good things about the Australian ST Convention 
is that it is the annual gathering of Australian fandom, 
bringing together most of the fans one really wants to 
see. So the poor turn-out of fans from ’the eastern 
states’ was an immediate minus for the con. There were
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compensations; a load of interesting, younger KA fans; the 
Get Stuffed mob shoving the same kind of simple fannish 
enjoyment in condom as they have shown in zinedom; some 
fairly creative hits and pieces; and a cast of 
international and national good people in fandom. Mostly I 
had fun.

Cindy Clarkson did a magnificent job putting the thing 
together but, too frequently, she lacked the support of her 
committee. This was ®ost evident in two areas: promotion 
and progressing. There seems to have been insufficient 
promotion of the con anywhere, but, particularly in the 
East. Kith both John Varley and Bob Shaw in attendance, 
and the promise of a typical Perth con, there was plenty to 
promote. Andy plenty to attract the interested fan. Why 
weren’t they enticed?

The guests were underutilized; the Guests of Honor were not 
on the program enough. Too often panels were unroganized, 
and we even had the reappearance of the CAPCON classic 
panel item:

Saturday HOD PAPER (Charles Room)
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Most items on the printed progm had ns assigned member5, 
indicative of a job iBprooerly done,

The Hotel was acre than adequate for the con, but with 
several prcbless that emerged: the main function rooms 
were shut off fros light and air. 
Facilitiesxete separated too far: the faming, video and 
art ropes were four stories higher than the main function 
rooms. the hotel had no msonbly-prited food 
establishment' nor was effort made to get cheap teals 
provided? and, horror of horrors, the bar within the hotel 
was closed for all or part of 3 of the 4 days of the con.

On Thursday night we enjoyed long dinner with tost of the 
fans we wanted to see, SIFFer Rceloef Goudriaan and Lynne 
Anne Horse, DUFFer John Berry and Eileen Gunn, the 
Harveys, John Varley and those elements of Melbourne 
fandom that had, by than, arrived, Ue were to see much 
•ore of most of these, particularly at the parties.

The Masquerade was held on Friday night, dry because of 
the local liquor laws relating to Good Friday, and a 
•asked ball was staged on Saturday night to allow for the 
missed alcohol to be consumed. The two events should have 
been combined. The Banquet was held on Sunday night and 
recorded a good attendance, most cf whom attested to the 
good quality of the food. Bob Shaw and Paul Stevens gave 
after-dinner speeches and the Ditsars and other awards 
were presented. The evening program went quite well. 
Partying after the evening program was also good, aided by 
the appearance of several experienced party fans.

John Varley’s GoH speech was both different and 
interesting. He quoted free The Satanic Verses then 
explained why, relating to his belief in freedom of speech 
and his feelings as a fellow author. His other major 
contribution was a video of his taping of the production 
of the movie of his novel Millenium. It was good to get 
an outsider’s view of the processes of filonaking. BoSH 
delivered a slightly altered version of one of his 
Eastercon speeches and made a pretty good after-dnner 
speech at the Banquet.

The highlights of the program were based around the 
improvised. Some Theatre Sports professionals ca»e in to 
show how it was done: it is a series of inprovised pieces 
based around set formats with silly plots. Two days 
later, four teams of fans set about trying to do similar 
things, and it worked surprisingly well. Tia Richards and 
Narelle Harris were the comperes, a volunteer provided the 
piano accompaniment and three audience members were 
recruited as judges. As a participant, it was a buzz. 
Fun was also the asjor ingredient in the Fan Olympics on 
Monday. Perth was the first Australia fan centre with the 
idea of silly games during the con, an idea Sydney 
adapted, with a series of different gases, as Fit for

Ife final
Fandoa. The success of the Fan Olympics is dependent on 
Dave Luckett’s organization and the willing participation 
of 20-30 fans. It went reasonably well.

I didn’t have much ties for the rest of the program. Mot 
that such was needed. The Future Fanzines discussion was 
lively with Jenny Blackford keeping it on the rails every 
tiae fellow panelist, Terry Frost, tried to derail it. 
Grant Stone and Peter Michails made telling floor comments. 
Much of the discussion centered on the . increasing 
computerization of fanzine production and whether the paper 
production will give way to electronic transmission. A 
side issue was the relevance and aesthetic of zines like 
Get Stuffed and whether ASFR was being too elitist by not 
trading. Eileen Gunn stood in at the last iinute on the 
•Why Write* panel to rescue the con who’d failed to line up 
their pro guests for it. She gave reasons why she had 
written and how her writing fit in with the rest of her 
life, especially with her employment. The interact^' 
audience members also bitten by the writing bug was good.

Swancon XIII vas not a strongly programed as either of 
Perth's previous Hatcons, but it was just as enjoyable as a 
social occasion. It was interesting to see a new, younger 
elenent of fandom being just as dominant as the older, tore 
esiahslihed (sy) generation of fans. Although he is not as 
naturally gregarious as Spider Robinson or C.J. CHerryh, 
Varley tries hard and attended a few parties, even hosting 
fans hisself late one evening. He deserved sore chances on 
the prograa and a MA should have been included. Similarly 
BoSh was sore than evident socially but less present on the 
panels. An enjoyable time vas had by most as is usually 
the case at the Matcon despite (and sometimes, because of) 
the committee.

The Australian S[ Awards were won by: 
LONG~FICnON:“striped'Hoks. Damien Broderick
SHORT FICTION: ‘My Lady Tongue*, Lucy Sussex 
FAMZINE: Get Stuffed, Jacob Blake ed.
FAN WRITER: Bruce Gillespie
FAN ARTIST: Ian Gunn
WILLIAM ATHEL1N6 JR: Russell Blackford

An International Fiction Award was also given to Orson 
Scott Card for Seventh Son. The Literary Competition vas 
von by Russell Blackford with joint second places to Dave 
Luckett and ferelle Harris.

OXSCLAVE 1933: by Martin Morse Wooster
Last year’s Cisclave was one of the most enjoyable 
conventions I have been to in some time. This year’s 
Di sclave was even better.

Held for the fifth straight year over Memorial Day Weekend 
at the Howard Johnson Plaza in few Carrollton, MD, this 
year’s Disclave vas even better. The "Dis-Clave* Con Suite 
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vis tack, featuring large, comfortable sofas, food at all 
hours (including the shocking innovation of fruit, cheese 
and other non-junk-food items). This year, Ray Ridenour 
and Joe Mayhew provided art for the ‘cave*; Ridenour’s 
castle walls and aMayhew's dragon were quite pleasant 
additions. niso adu^u this year was a book for the Guest 
of Hon*4 Shepard; Shepard’s novella, Jhe Father of 
Stones, was published by NSFA in a limited edition with 
illustrations by J. K. Potter. Unlike many convention 
efforts,- The Father of Stones looks like a real book; 
although expensive, the effort paid off. I hope other 
large regional conventions follow WSFA’s model.

Parties were plentiful, including Nashville in *94, 
Magicon, Phiicon and Eapiricon. The best parties, 
however, were held in room 1005. Saturday night Tor Books 
held a birthday party for Wanda June Alexander where, 
ruaor promised, at the stroke of aidnight, famous Hugo 
winning editor Gardner Dozois would imitate the lusty sen 

, of Chippendale's and do a striptease. Unfortunately, 
Dozois kept his clothes on, but Bob Walters, Peter Heck 
and James Patrick Kelly did strip. Sunday night Tess 
Kissinger held a ‘jungle party' to celebrate Lucius 
Shepard’s steamy ouerve. The party largely consisted of 
guests in jungle garb playing with whoopee cushions. ('If 
I knew this was going to be a farting party,' Gardner 
Dozois said, "I would have eaten tore beans.'.} The best 
costume was that of Walter A. Hiles, Jr., who wore a green 
jockstrap and a giant sign saying "BAHAMAS’. *1 was a 
jungle savage,* Niles says. The other important party was 
Alexis and Bol! Gilliland’s '8NF Soiree," where hundreds 
of guests all wearing BNF badges in green and white, 
sipped cider and ate pastries. No smoffing occurred, and 
Ted White was conspicuously absent.

GoH’s Lucius Shepard and J.K. Potter gave a talk about 
collaboration which was quite entertaining. Attendance 
was 1,290. Special kudos to book designers Michael Walsh 
and Mary Blute.

MYTHCBI H UPDATE^ Lovers of high fantasy will have a 
unique opportunity to celebrate the works of Tolkien, C.S. 
Levis, Lord Dunsany, Ursula LeGuin and other writers in 
the eythopoeic tradition, when Mythcon XX, the 29th annual 
conference of the Mythopoeic Society, comes to Vancouver 
on the University of British Columbia campus (July 28-31).

The special focus of this year’s conference -- held for 
the first time ever outside the U.S. -- is the Arthurian 
Tradition. 6oHs are Canadian fantasy author Guy Gavriel 
Kay and Raymond Thompson. Also on hand as special guests 
will be Welwyn Wilton Katz, winner of this year’s 
Governor-General's Award in Children's Literature, Michael 
6. Coney, Eileen Kernaghan and Sharan Newman.

Memberships $25 US, 130 Can., to P0 Box 80S, Station A, 

taaiso NC V9R 5N2 Canada. Roos/board package; $155 
US/$20li Can, Information/inquiries re papers: Mason Harris, 
Department of English, Simon Fraser University, Burnaby BC 
V5A ISC Canada. Writers' Workshop info: Seville Books, 5211 
Neville St., Burnaby BC V5J 2H7 Canada.

FILE 770 CONVENTION BULLETIN BOARD:

RIVERCON Wh (July 29-30) Louisville KY. Pro: Jack 
Chalker; Fan: Dick Spelman; TM: Arlan Andrews. Membership: 
$15 til 7/15, $20 at the door. Holiday Inn Downtown, $56 
sgl/dbl, phone: (502) 582-2241. To: RiverCon, PD Box 
58009, Louisville KY 40248.

ZERO S: A RELAYACOM (August 11-13) Cavanaugh's Motor 
Inn, Moscow ID. Pro: John Dallas. Fan: Jon Gustafson. 
Featuring two dances, a Jacuzzi party, video room, Sunday 
brunch. Memberships: $12 til 8/1, $14 after and at door. 
Hotel rooms: $32/sgl $38/dbl; call (208)882-1611 for 
reservations. Info: Moscon-Z, PC Box 8521, Moscow ID 
83843.

IffiSCON 3 : WorldCon 47[ (August 31-Sept. 4) Boston, 
MA. GoHs: Andre Norton, lan & Betty Ballantine, the Boston 
Stranger Club. Memberships: $70 attending til 3/15, $45 
child attending til 3/15, $20 supporting til 7/15. To: 
Noreascon 3, PO Box 46, MIT Branch PO, Cambridge MA 02139.

STAR HALKINGi (Sept. 9-10), Melbourne Townhouse, 701 
Swanston St., Carlton VIC 3053. GoH: Jeremy Bullock (Boba 
Fett). Theme: 'All Things Weird and Wonderful." 
Memberships: 160 before con, $75 at door. Rooms: $82 dbl. 
To: P0 Box 118, Springvale VIC 3171 Australia.

BANFF INIERNATIONAL (Oct. 6-8) Banff Park Lodge, 
Alberta, Canada. GoHs: Author - Brian Aldiss, Artist - 
Vincent DiFate, Fan - Mike Glicksohn. The brainchild of 
the MosCon and NonCon committees, this con has a 650 member 
ceiling. Nesbership: $30/Can 125/US til 7/1, more later. 
To: Banff International '89, either P0 Box 964, Red Deer, 
ALTA T4N 5H3 Canada, or P0 Box 8521, Moscow ID 83843.

5: (Oct. 6-8) Quality Hotel, Los Angeles 
CA. GoH: Bill Roper and Caro! Poore. TM: Catherine Cook 
MacDonald. Science fiction folk music/filk convention. 
Rooms: $50, io Quality Hotel, 5249 W, Century Bl., LA CA 
90045. (213) 645-2200. Memberships: $20 til 9/10, higher 
at door. To: Conchord: 1810 14th St. 1102, Santa Monica CA 
90404.

21119 Hi <0ct. 13-15) Holiday Inn - Van Ness, San 
Francisco CA. Convention for fanzine fans. Membership: $27 
attending, $5 supporting. Hotel: $95 sgl/dbl. To: Gary 
Mattingly or Pat Peters, 7501 Honey Ct., Dublin CA 94568. 
Info: (415) 829-7129.

CANVENTIM 9/PINME in (Oct. 13-15) Skyline Hotel, 
Ottawa ONT. Canadian National SF Convention. SFGoH: Greg 
Bear; FantasyGoH: Raymond E. Feist; ArtGoH: David Cherry; 
FanGoH: Michael Skeet. Memberships: C$20/US$17 til 9/15, 
C$25/US$21 thereafter. Rooms: CS85/sgl, C$95/dbI. CAPSER 
Awards to be presented. To: PO Box 5368 Stn. F, Ottawa ONT 
K2C 3J1 Canada.
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WEAPONSCQH; (Oct. 13-15) Cos fort Inn-Landmark 
(Washington DC suburb), Live roleplaying gases 
(interactive literature), awards for best (hall costumes) 
and most interesting weapon. ’You MUST have a weapon on 
you at all times at this con, however your south counts; 
use if with care.* Neaberships: $10 til 9/30, $20 after. 
Hoteh. £254. Duke St. (1-395 Duke St. Exit West), 
Alexandria VA 22312. Rooms: 455 sgl/quad. (703) 542-3422; 
say you afe with the sf convention. Checks payable to: 
Irv Koch,' 5465 H. Horgan St. #106, Alexandria VA 22312. 
(703) 354-5358.

NECRONOMICON *89: (October 20-22) Ashley Plaza 
Holiday Inn, Taspa FL, GoHs: George Alec Effinger and Torn 
Kidd. Membership: $15 til 9/15, $20 after and at door. 
Hotel rooa rates: $50 sgl-quad. To: Necronoaicon '89, P0 
Box 2076, Riverview FL 33569. (813) 677-6347,

M FANIASY CONVENTION:. (Oct. 27-29) Sheraton Hotel 
I Towers, Seattle HA. Honored Guests: Ursula K. LeGuin, 
S. P, Somtow, Robert R. McCammon, Avraa Davidson. TH: 
Ginjer Buchanan. Memberships: $70 til 5/1, Halted to 750. 
Dealers tables sold out. To: MFC, P0 Box 31815, Seattle HA 
98103-1815.

UimKON 211 (Oct. 27-29) Executive Tower Inn, 
Denver CO. GoH: Robert Bloch. Fan GoH: Forrest J. 
Ackertan, TH: Simon Hawke. Registration: $18 til 7/5, 
$20 til 10/15, $22 at door. Hotel: $47 sgl/dbl. Dealers 
tables: $30 til 7/5, $35 til 10/1, $40 til 10/27. To: 
HileHiCon, PD Box 27074, Lakewood CO 80227. (303) 426- 
0806.

ORYCON 111 (Nov- 10*12) Columbia River Red Lion Inn, 
Portland OR. GoH: Michael Bishop. Memberships: $16 til 
5/31/89, $20 til 10/31/89, $25 at door. To: Orycon 11, P0 
Box 5703, Portland OR 97228.

SCI CON 11: (Nov. 10-12) Holiday Inn Executive 
Center, Virginia Beach VA. Artist Guests: Ron Lindahn L 
Vai Lakey-Lindahn. Special GoH: Frank Kelly Freas. 
Heaberships: $15 til 9/30, $20 at the door. Huckster 
tables (including 1 membership) are $75 til 10/1, and if 
any are available after that date, they will cost $100. 
Info: (send SASE) Sci Con 11, Dept. FA, PD Box 9434, 
Hampton VA 23570.

LOSCON 16: (Nov. 24-26: Thanksgiving Weekend) 
Pasadena Hilton, Pasadena CA, GoHs: Authors - Spider a 
Jeanne Robinson; Fans - John 1 Bjo Triable; Artist: A Big 
Secret. Featuring Spider Robinson’s Birthday Party, Steve 
Barnes’ Famous Blowout Dance, Larry Niven’s Irish Coffee 
Party, Ice Cream Social. Memberships: $17.50 til 7/15/89, 
Info: LASFS, 11513 Burbank Bl., North Hollywood CA 91601.

SILICON MJ9: (Nov, 24-26) Red Lion Inn, San Jose CA. 
Writer GoH: Charles de Lint; Artist GoH: David Cherry; TH: 
Diana Paxton; Fan GoH: Nancy L. Cobb. Hotel phone: (408) 
279-0600. Membership: $20 til 6/1, $25 til 11/1, $30 at 
door. To: Silicon, P0 Box 8029, San Jose CA 95155.

SMOFCON 6: (Dec. 8-10) Toronto, Ontario. The 
convention runners’ convention. These: Convention 
planning. Hospitality suite. Hotel: Howard Johnson

Airport Hotel, 801 Dixon Rd., Toronto ONT H9W 1J5 CANADA. 
(416) 675-6’00. Roots: C$72 sgl/dbl. Memberships: US$28 
til 5/31, US$32 til 10/30, US$40 at the door. To: Saofcon
6, P0 Box 186, Station H, Toronto ONT M6S 4T3 Canada.

CONFERENCE ONE:. (Jan. 26-28, 1990) Holiday Inn Bristol 
Plaza, Costa Mesa CA. Furries-anthropoaorphics-funny 
aniaal these convention. Heaberships: $20, $25 at the 
door. To: Confurence, PG Box 1958, Garden Grove CA 92644- 
1958

CONSON^CE 1990: (March 2-4, 1990) Gan Jose Airport 
Radisson, San Jose CA. GoHs: Barry and Sally Childs- 
Helton. TN: Chris Weber, Rooms: $52 sgl/dbl; phone (408) 
2^8-0100. Memberships: $20 through 10/9, $25 through 
2/2/90. To: Hail Songs, PS Box 29888,'Oakland CA 94604.

DANSE MACABRE: (April 12-16, 1990) 29th Australian 
National Convention. Diplomat Motor Inn, Acland St., St. 
Kilda. Pro: G. R. R, Martin. Fan: John Bangsund. 
Meaberships: $45. Rooms: $54/sgl, 459/dbl. To: Danse 
Macabre, PC Box 273, Fitzroy VIC 3065 Australia.

CDRFiy 7: (May 4-6, 1990) New York, NY. Fanzine 
fans’ convention. Hotel to be announced. Memberships: $35 
attending, 45 supporting. To: Lise Eisenberg, 99 Joralemon 
St., «6D, Brooklyn NY 112011

CONVERGE II: (June 1-4, 1990) NZ Queens Birthday. 
Terrace Regency Hotel, Wellington NZ. Pro: Richard Arnold 
(Paramount’s Trek archivist), Fan: James Benson. 
Memberships: NZ$35, NZ$40 at door. To: conVERGE 11,^0 Box 
4188, Wanganui, New Zealand.

WESTERCOW 43: (July 5-8, 1990) Red Lion Inn, Portland 
OR. GoHs: Ursula K. LeGuin, Vonda McIntyre, Kate Wilhelm. 
Memberships: $25 til 7/4/89, more later. To: Hestercon 43, 
P0 Box 5794, Portland OR 97228. Info: (503) 283-0802.

CONFICTigH I HorldCon 4(h (Aug. 23-27, 1990) The 
Hague, Netherlands. Pro GoHs: Joe Haldeman, Wolfgang 
Jeshcke, Harry Harrison; Fan: Andrew Porter; TH: Chelsea 
Quinn Yarbro. Memberships: attending $70, child attending 
$17, ( supporting $28, all good til 12/31. To: P0 Box 95370, 
2509 CJ The Hague, The Netherlands.

CQNDIEGO : HASFiCi (Aug. 30-Sept. 3, 1990) San Diego, 
CA. Pro: Samuel Delany. Fan: Ben Yalow. Heaberships: 
attending $55 til 7/1/89, supporting $25 til 7/1/90. To: 
ConDiego, PG Box 15771, San Diego CA 92115.

CHICON V - WorldCen 49 (Aug. 29-Sept. 2, 1991) Chicago 
IL. Pro Sofc: Writer- Hal Clement, Artist - Richard 
Powers, Editor - Martin Harry Greenberg; Fans Jon I Joni 
Stops; TM: Marta Randall. Memberships: attending $75 til 
12/31/89. Supporting? Memberships to: Chicon V, P0 Box 
218121, Upper Arlington OH 43221. For information: Chicon 
V, PG Box A3120, Chicago IL 60690.
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UHoreascon Hugo Ballot Furor, continued fro® page 2)) 
a slightly different list. (Me in fact know the bub of 
several of these peoples sow voters indicated on the 
ballots that they “received ballot and instructions" frss 
X or Y.l He eephasize that soliciting votes in this way, 
while perhaps in dubious taste, is in no way illegal or 
unethical?., we describe the larger bloc vote only because 
of its relationship to the scalier group of coney-order 
ballots.

*'The coney-order ballots’ are the group of 25 ballots 
already sentioned. All were atcoapanied by new supporting 
aecberships, all paid for by $20 postal coney orders 
purchased at the saae post office in Brooklyn, MY. (It 
should be noted that all postal coney orders bear code 
numbers giving the zipcode of the issuing post office, the 
sequence nueber of their printing, and the date of 
purchase.) The dates of purchase were as follows:

Tuesday, February 14 3 coney orders
Tuesday, March 7 11 coney orders
Wednesday, March 8 8 toney orders
Tuesday, March 14 3 coney orders

"The coney orders within each of the above four sets were 
consecutively numbered. The ballots with these coney 
orders were all part of the bloc vote described in the 
previous paragraph) soae of the subsets mentioned there 
included both toney-order and non-soney-order ballots, 
other subsets included only non-eoney-order ballots. This 
suggests that soee of the persons soliciting the bloc vote 
ballots were aware of the coney orders. The voters 
casting the eoney-order ballots had addresses in nine 
states, none of thee anywhere near New York: 17 froe 
Illinois, one each froe Missouri, South Carolina, South 
Dakota, Texas, Florida, California, Nebraska and Arizona. 
The signatures on nearly all the coney orders matched 
those on the corresponding ballots; however, a large 
nueber of thea appeared to have the 'PAY TO’ section 
filled out in identical handwriting,

‘[While reviewing the evidence to prepare this 
statement...we discovered a 26th coney order purchased at 
the same Brooklyn post office on January 20, this one for 
$40 for two cetberships. The voters were froe Wisconsin, 
and the ballots resecbled the other aoney-order 
ballots...[andl they appear to have been filled cut with 
the sane typewriter as three of the non-coney-order bloc 
ballots. He also found that three toney orders purchased 
at aChicaqo post office on February 18 see# to have been 
filled out in the sase handwriting as many of the Brooklyn 
coney orders.]

"The beneficiaries of the blg£ vote’ refers to those 
potential nominees receiving aany or cost of their votes 
froa the bloc voters. There were a total of eight such

June 1§8§ 11

beneficiaries, not all of whoa received enough votes to 
cake the final ballot. Of those that did cake the ballot, 
only two would have failed to do so without the coney-order 
ballots: The fiuardsman for Best Novel and Todd Cameron 
Hamilton for Best Professional Artist. Nominees in three 
other categories received a sufficient nueber of non-money- 
order bloc votes to have cade the ballot anyway. (The 
latter included the Beese/Haailton nomination for the 
Campbell Award, where it took only 11 votes to cake the 
ballot.)*

Arced with the foregoing infarction, the Noreascon Three 
cocaittee felt they had three options:

(1) They could accept all the ballots, risking that some of 
the 50 people aware of the soney-order bloc vote would leak 
that information. "Unfortunately, once those ballots had 
been cast, there was virtually no course of action not 
likely to lead to embarrassment for the cost obvious 
beneficiaries,’

(2) They could disqualify the soney-order ballots, leaving 
The faiardawn and Todd Haciltbn with too few nominations to 
qualify for the final ballot. Although some committee 
members favored this course, arguing that the subsidized 
votes violated the constitutional licit on the nueber of
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nominations one individual could make in a category, 
others felt disqualifying the ballets weld be unethical, 
or a dangerous precedent, and in any case leave untouched 
the unsubsidized portion of the bloc vote. The cowittee 
also voted against this choice.

(3) The committee settled on a third option, to leave all 
the bloc-voted nominees on the ballot and also retain the 
legitimately-voted nominees that were edged out of fifth 
place by bloc voting. This meant there would be six 
nominees in the affected categories.

The committee agreed "...that whatever we did would be 
Bade public. There are many stories about how past 
WorldCon committees have thrown out ballots or rejected 
nominations without telling anyone about it (though the 
facts usually leak out eventually). Ke rejected these 
precedents, feeling that the science fiction community had 
a right to know what we were doing. Unfortunately, the 
consequences of this decision thus far are not likely to 
encourage such openness in the future.'

The committee considered it mandatory to publish a press 
release about their decision. "There was little question 
about describing the general situation, including both the 
overall bloc vote and the stoney-order ballots. It was 
also clear that we should not na«e the individual nominees 
in question (though so»e would inevitably be deduced.)’

The new release states the committee was "startled* when 
fandoa perceived the first press release as an accusation 
that Hamilton and Beese had orchestrated the ballot 
stuffing.

* t t r

The day after I got ay Hugo nominees press release in the 
tail, my phone rang. “Slyer? This is Harlan." As a Hugo 
nominee he'd gotten his own copy of ths press release and 
he wanted to know, 'Who is P.J. Beese and Todd Cameron 
Haailton?" He and his wife Susan had already deduced who 
was being accused by a simple process. "Listen to these 
nates, Glyer: C, J. Cherryh; Bruce Sterling; Millian 
Gibson; Orson Scott Card; P. J. Beese and Todd Ca«eron 
Hamilton -- which of them doesn’t fit?'

Being unfamiliar with The Guardsmen I could only tell him 
P. J. Beese is married to the Chicon IV treasurer, and 
Todd Hamilton is a hot artist from Chicago.

It remained for Michael Kube-McDowell, the Rafsanjani of 
CompuServe, to see that Noreascon’s cautious press 
release did not fail to outrage the uninitiated general 
public: he explicitly accused Hamilton and Beese on a 
national computer net.

Panicked by the rhetorical stern on CompuServe, Todd 
Hamilton and his agent phoned representatives of Noreascon 
3, who in turn consulted their attorney. By Todd 
Hamilton's request, the names of Hamilton and Beese were 
withdrawn from all but the Campbell category. Noreascon 
reacted with a second press release announcing, "Because we 
are satisfied that Mr. Hamilton did not take part in 
arranging the bloc vote or purchasing memberships for 
voters, we have agreed to his request..." Such assurance 
was too late to prevent publishers from cancelling four 
commissions Hamilton told fans at a party in Chicago the 
following week. He also spoke out bitterly, at the Marcon 
banquet, against his treatment fey the Noreascon 3 chairman.

Hamilton has good cause to be upset with Noreascon 3, given 
that his reputation and career have been damaged by the 
committee's handling of events for which they now hold him 
blameless.

Todd Hamilton was the last of six speakers at the Marcon 
60H speeches. Doug Carey, of Canton, OH, says Todd 
described his disillusionment with fandom’s fairness. He 
characterized Noreascon’s committee and chair as very 
unresponsive and hinted at possible malice. He stated his 
lawyer advised him he could ’stop the Hugos: this is not 
acceptable,* Haailton requested that no fannish action be 
taken against Michael Kube-McDowell for posting bulletins 
about the vote fraud on CompuServe,

f t » »

Editorialization and Other Excerpts: It has been 
Noreascon’s explicit policy throughout this scandal to seek 
no information and. sake no investigation. Despite their 
reluctance to be informed, further information was thrust 
upon thes and the committee was forced to modify its views.

i I . •

At the outset, .the committee deliberately failed to 
communicate with Besse and Hamilton about the bloc voting, 
only talking to Hamilton after the first press release had 
been circulated, at which time they "became convinced that 
Hamilton had no knowledge of the money-order ballots and 
had not himself taken part in soliciting votes.'

By then, of course, Hamilton had already been pilloried on 
CompuServe and in the fannish press, a result the committee 
clearly intended and felt was utterly appropriate and 
consistent with their assumption that Hamilton and Beese 
orchestrated the bloc vote. Their mistake is cooly 
excused in the latest release with the comment, '...w had 
originally thought it likely that those who profited from 
what happened were also aware of it; it now seems likely 
that this was not the case,"

Distilled to its essence, the committee defends its mistake 
as being excused by the need to protect the Hugo selection 
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process fro# a present danger of fraud. This sight be a 
•ore persuasive defense had it »eant, in practice, 
anything sore than performing asateur handwriting analysis 
on ballots and postal aoney orders.

The Idlest press release sakes the cossittee’s avoidance 
of systematic fact-gathering — that would allow the# to 
■ake authoritative public coseent about the true 
perpetrators of the bloc vote — sound virtuous.. They 
state, • *...we aade no attempt to contact the aoney-order 
voters thetselves, In this connection, vs have been 
attacked both for not attempting to contact thee and for 
thinking of doing so. Ue in fact felt that for us to quiz 
the voters about their actions would have been both 
iaproper and futile. It Bust be reseabered that we are 
not a law enforcesent agency: we have no power to subpoena 
evidence or cospel testimony. And if the voters in 
question were in fact involved in a conspiracy, there was 
no reason to think that they would admit it if we asked 
the«> As we shall see, a number of the voters eventually 
contacted us on their own behalf...with interesting 
results. [Ellipsis in the original.1“

Granted that once the cowittee alienated the bloc voters 
with ballot-stuffing charges in a press release they had 
no reason to expect any cooperation. But the comittee can 
hardly defend its original failure to interview the bloc 
voters by admitting they were too prejudiced to consider 
anything the voters had to say.

Before the first press release saddled the waters 
irreparably, it should have been very easy to call bloc 
voters on the phone (or, second choice, to write to the# 
if a nuaber was no available from information), asking (11 
‘Did you join Noreascon?" (2) ‘Did you cast your own Hugo 
nominating ballot?* Anyone whose naae was submitted for 
•e«bership without the individual’s knowledge can hardly 
have cast a legal vote, but bear in mind that whether the 
individual being interviewed, his acquaintance, or a 
hypothetical conspirator bought his sesbership, the 
individual would be innocent of any rules violations 
therefore would have little motivation to be untruthful.

The purpose of question (2) is less innocuous, but within 
the limitations of the coaaittee’s powers would have 
yielded a decisive answer. Anyone who answered that he 
let his vote be cast by soeeone else'must have his vote 
invalidated, Anyone who let hiaself be instructed how to 
vote should have his vote accepted, for that does not 
violate the rules. Anyone who answered that he cast his 
own vote (uninstructed) should certainly have his ballot 
accepted, regardless of suspicion about aoney-order 
•eaberships (if one is involved), given that the cosaittee 
has no evidence to disprove such a statement and that it 
is not against the rules to be the recipient of a gift 
•eabership. The coesittee primary test should be whether 

the one-person-one-vote principle is violated. At no point 
in this precess is it necessary to ask a person why they 
put Hamilton (or anyone else) on their ballot, although the 
coBsittee, Beese and Haailton appear certain that it does. 
Everyone agrees that bloc voting does not violate the 
rules, therefore all the aatters is that the voters have 
validly joined the con, and #ade out their own ballots.

Whether the science fiction cossunity desires to outlaw 
Hugo bloc voting, or has reasonable Beans to identify 
unallowable votes, is a question to be considered at 
another time.)

Having side no investigation, the cossittee received a 
godsend in the form of an unsolicited letter fro# SFWA 
sember Michael Stackpole, of Phoenix, who told them in his 
letter of Hay 13, "I discovered, about six weeks ago, that 
I have a supporting sesbership to N3. This surprised «e 
beemtr I don’t rmll sending money to anyone. 1 also 
understand there has been soaething of a scandal involving 
supporting aesberships that were voted in a block. Is eine 
of those?* Stackpole confirmed he neither paid for a 
aeabership nor cast the ballot bearing his signature. The 
consittee captioned this section of the new press release, 
"A Letter Deaonstrating Fraud*, and leans very heavily on 
this evidence to jusify its extraordinary actions.

But one letter is not an avalanche. Having failed to 
interview the bloc voters, the cosBittee was left in a 
weakened position when there surfaced a letter, dated Hay 
20, signed by 17 of the 25 Boney-order voters (all the 
ones with Illinois addresses) purporting to give an 
innocent explanation of the suspicious pattern in their 
votes. (Neither the cossittee nor Beese/Haiilton has 
released any of these oases.)

In essence, the 3-page letter attributed the block vote to 
a group of friends who went to college together a decade 
ago and now pick a convention each year to attend as a 
group. They are avid Zelazny fans who chose this year’s 
Lunacon for their reunion because he was GoH. It happens 
Todd Caeeron Hamilton illustrated Roger Zelaznys Visual 
Guide To Castle Aster, released in November 1990, 
attracting the group’s attention to the young artist, and 
eventually to his collaborative novel, The Guardsjan. 
Their Lunacon vacation was about a week before the 
noainating deadline, and allegedly, *ve decided to purchase 
postal stoney orders to pay for our aesberships because we 
thought it would be a shane if our votes weren’t accepted 
because our memberships were held up pending the clearance 
of our personal checks.* The writer pointed out that in 
Noreascon’s press release, “You did not state that each 
ballot yas filled out by hand by a different person and in 
a different handwriting. You did not «ention that the 
addresses were different, sost being fro« different towns 
and even different states.’
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The letter recited detail about ths group’s activities and 
movements: looting without success for Zelazny . Friday 
night of Lunacon then leaving the convention, etc. The 
Noreascon press release spent most of two pages applying 
the techniques of. literary criticisa to discrediting the 
story in the isjrer, pointing out inconsistencies — like 
a referenre ttr'toH fusion, which was not reported until 
after Lunacon, and attacking certain actions as illogical 
(thus not credible) — like failing to find Zelazny when 
his schedule was public information. The tiaing of the 
money-order ballots was also shown to be not fully 
explained by the Lunacon story. The committee likewise 
thought It a significant omission that the writers’ 
affection for Roger Zelazny's Guide To Castle Asher did 
not translate into ears than 3 nominations for Best Son- 
Fiction Book. (Of course maybe they didn’t consider it a 
work of nonfiction: I know 1 don’t.)

The coasittee's analysis of the letter, though it casts 
some doubt upon it, also re-enacts their bizarre aversion 
to calling anybody on the phone to ask questions. Perhaps 
they are afraid.the authors will be able to persuade then 
they are telling the truth, which would be galling after 
they have leapfrogged to a series of conclusions!

This is not a situation where fans with competing 
interests know the facts and can be stimulated to bring 
them before the public, as you are accustomed to see in 
File 2Z2« Were, for example, a concoMittee’s 
secretiveness about a sensitive issue may be defeated by 
someone who feels fandom will share his dissatisfaction 
after he shares the information. The committee will be 
moved to offer its side of the story, and the public is 
informed. In this case, neither Noreascon Three nor 
Haailton/Beese knows the story behind the bloc voting. 
Only the voters — a third party -- know the story behind 
the scheme.

When one bloc of people has a monopoly on a story, if 'you 
don't ask them questions before making accusations you 
won't get to hear what they have to say before it is 
influenced by defensivenss. (Especially in this case where 
most of the participants probably didn't feel they’d done 
anything wrong.) You also won't have any way to test the 
self-serving statements that will be made after the 
accusations are aired. Given that even a self-serving 
statement can be the truth, the truth is not served by 
guaranteeing that such statements emerge in an atmosphere 
of cynicism.

I t ♦ X

Pure Editorialization; Beese and Hamilton’s opinion about 
the ’unacceptable precedents' being created by the 
Noreascon 3 Committee are quoted verbatis elsewhere in 
this issue. In brief they accuse Noreascon of adopting 

something like its own set of Five Commandments: (1) The 
coms ttee shall have the power to call a valid member’s 
nominating ballot into question and force that member to 
justify his choices. (2) The committee shall have the power 
to remove any nominee they do not personally feel is worthy 
of such a nomination. (31 The committee may add 
individuals to the ballot regardless of how the members 
voted. (4) The cosaittee shall have the power to decide if 
the ballots must be kept secret. (5) Ths committee need not 
give ail members an equal voice in the Hugo awards process. 
Beese and Hamilton have good reason to be outraged at their 
treatment, but these particular opinions are expressed in a 
silly and argumentative way.

Besse amd Hamilton are absolutely right that “the committee 
has the power', but their portrayal of that power is very 
silly, and quits untrue to the way committees have 
exercised that power. They very rarely exercise any 
discretion over individual Hugo nominees or voters.

Even without explicit license from NSFS Constitution, a 
forldCon committee has the responsibility and intrinsic 
authority to validate every phase of Hugo voting. Twice in 
the 1980s HorldCons have seriously considered exercising 
that authority to deal with ballot-stuffing.

The 1983 Constellation committee, according to Scott 
Dennis, intended to invalidate the Hugo nomination of 
Battlefield Earth if it received the minimum number of 
votes necessary to make the final ballot, in reaction to 
the bloc voting orchestrated by John & Bjo Trimble. In 
1983 the Trimbles were associated with Bridge Publications 
who® they expected to subsidize their semi prozine "To The 
Stars". Dennis reports Battlefield Earth narrowly missed 
the ainimii® number of votes to sake the final ballot, 
sparing the committee from having to take action. One 
cannot overlook that the Constellation committee intended 
to reject the nomination because of bloc voting done 
partly, but by no means exclusively, by people who seemed 
to have no previous connection with fandom, not because of 
illegal ballots or fraud.

L.A.con II (1984) received memberships purchased by a 
prospective nominee for his friends and family, who 
dutifully filled in his name on their ballots. Although 
disgusted with the pro, the committee agreed this was not a 
violation of the USES constitution because each was a real 
individual and cast his own vote. The committee decided 
not to remove the nominee fro® the ballot, and as expected, 
he fared poorly in the final voting.

A NorIdCon committee has sole authority to administer all 
phases of the convention as they see fit. Sometimes this 
autonomy has been critical to the survival of a year's 
convention, as when the intended 1377 NorldCon hotel in 
Orlando went bankrupt, and the committee moved the con to 
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Hjaai. Ths concon's autonosy is an inherent feature of 
oi|r systes of awarding and administering HorldCons, and 
has been ferociously defended against each attempt to give 
WSFS (whether Inc. or Uninc.) authority over its 
franchisees. The only real limitation on a cosraittee is 
the amount of personal flack they’re willing to take.

Is it tne duty or right of ccncoas to defeat efforts at 
manipulating the final ballot?

Past MorldCon conaittees have been loathe to deal openly 
with Hugo voting irregularities, so ay initial ispulse was 
to congratulate Noreascon 3 for its willingness to boldly 
confront to bloc voting. Reaeaber: convention coaBittees 
are stade of science fiction fans. They have very little 
incentive for risking the alienation of a pro — plus all 
his friends, and any of his colleagues who resent fandom 
— by calling into doubt what ought to be a high point in 
his career, a Hugo nomination. What fun is it to be a fan 
if you have to Bake decisions that piss off the people you 
admire? The HSfS Constitution does not instruct a 
coniiittee how to preserve the integrity of the Hugo 
selection process, giving cosnittees great leeway to do 
absolutely nothing, and the few we know have been 
confronted with suspicious voting patterns have managed to 
do just that. Regrettably, in Noreascon's case, their 
haphazard methods have eclipsed their good intentions.

Fandom's confidence in the convention administering skills 
of the 1989 (Noreascon Three) committee is such that a 
group could hardly enjoy greater credibility where Hugo 
rules enforcement is concerned. The Noreascon executive 
also being conservative and fanatically close-aouthed, 
one hardly expected the aggressive stance of their first 
press release to be based solely on coincidental patterns 
of nominations and money order memberships, unchecked with 
any voters, unsupported by any corroborative evidence of 
fraud. Pattern recognition is a useful tool in uncovering 
fraud, but it is the first step, not the last step, and by 
itself proves nothing. Let's face it: Bloc voting is not 
against the rules; aoney order aesberships are not against 
the rules; gift aesberships are not against the rules; and 
the Stackpole letter (proving one case of vote 
fabrication) did not come until after the first press 
release. So was anything behind Noreascon’s first press 
release besides misdirected suspicion and righteous 
indignation?

While the Noreascon officers are probably right in saying 
"...the consequences of this decision thus far are not 
likely to encourage such openness in the future” the fact 
is the coaaittee wasn't very open to begin with, never 
intended to release the information we have before us, and 
have done so only to rebut Beese and Hamilton's 
accusations.

Unsolicited Is Future £s®®ittees: There 
will come another day when Hugo voting fraud is suspected. 
A coMonsense strategy for confronting it is needed, one 
neither paralyzed by lack of constitutional license, nor 
dictated by emotional outrage. Indeed, the broad outline 
of that strategy is not very difficult to conceive.

When the validity of someone's membership or vote is in 
doubt, a cosflittee can ask the member appropriate questions 
about how they joined the convention and whether they cast 
their own vote. One never should, and never has to ask 
’Uhy did you vote for X?" If the member's answers reveal 
violations of the one-person one-vote principle, don't 
count the ballot. If they don't reveal such violations 
(because there are no violations, or they are lying, or 
they simply can't be reached for questioning), absent proof 
from another source the committee has no factual basis for 
invalidating the membership or ballot and should shut up 
and count the vote.

If some ballots are disqualified, a remittee should not 
iapugn the beneficiary of such votes without evidence of 
the beneificiary’s responsibility they could confidently 
take into a court of law, for in our litigious society they 
may have to.

As the Noreascon cossittee says: 'The integrity of the 
noaination and voting process ®ust be maintained, or the 
Hugo awards will be meaningless.’
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you to rectify the unseemly situation you created.

BEESE/HAHILTOH OPEN LETTER TO NOREASCDN THREE

((PREFACE: Behind the scenes an emotion-packed exchange 
has been on between P.J. Beese, Todd Cameron 
Hamilton and officers of the Noreascon Three committee. 
Recently the two writers circulated copies of the May 2 
letter fros chairsan Mark Olson and attorney Rick Katie, 
along with the writers’ answer. The committee's letter 
discussed several ideas for canvassing the members who 

. participated in the bloc vote, sounding discouraging about 
the prospects of gaining any cooperation or truthful 
answers that would definitively clear the pair. The 
letter also stated, ’Of the 55 ballots [in the bloc vote] 
about 25 of them were accompanied by new supporting 
memberships paid for by postal aoney orders purchased at a 
single post office in three lots with sequential numbers. 
These ballots showed a great deal of similarity among

. Tour refusal to do anything to either validate or 
invalidate the Hugo nominating ballots that you, in your 
sole judgement, decided were questionable, is at best, in 
itself questionable. He refused the offer referred to in 
the sixth paragraph of your letter. Quite frankly, we 
found the prospect of questioning anyone on the reasons for 
the choices they sade on a secret ballot to be abhorrent. 
Even worse, we would have had to question (those who 
supported us as to their reasons for supporting us, and 
their ethics. He’re sure some sight have felt that even 
their morals were being questioned. Your letter proposes 
an even worse situation in that we would be performing this
inquisition in front of the entire Iforeascon Three
committee for your further ’analysis" and any action you 
sight choose to take. No, thank you.

theaselves. The 
mostly cast by 
Koreascon Three, 
order nominations

other 30 or so ballots of 
people who were already 

...Seventeen of the 25
came froe Illinois.”))

the bloc were
Beshers 

postal ।
i of 
aoney

It should be obvious to everyone knowledgeable in the Hugo 
nominating process that, in order to make the statements 
you have sade, Noreascon Three has scrutinized the 
nominating ballots to determine who nominated whom. While 
this is disturbing, it becomes even more so when one 
realizes Noreascon Three does not have a Hugo subcommittee. 
This means that most, if not all, of the members of your 
large committee have access to some, if not all, of the 
nominating ballos. Your claim to be

obvious you have absolutely no sense of justice or fair 
play. We feel we can no longer stand quietly by and trust

EiL §EESE & TODD CAMERON HAMILTON: We received 
letter.,.and have read it carefully. It offers ne 
satisfaction than any of our many conversations.

your 
; acre 
It is
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protecting the sanctity of the ballots is beyond belief, 
especially when committee aethers readily leak supposedly 
privileged yet still inaccurate information.

Our purpose in sending copies of this letter to SFWA, 
ASFA, USES and other significant members of the science 
fiction community is to call attention to Noreascon 
Three's usurpation of powers beyond those granted by WSFS. 
If allowed to go unchallenged and uncensured, Noreascon 
Three will have established the following unacceptable 
precedents:

1. The host cosEittee shall have the power to call any 
valid sender's nominating ballot (and by extension any 
final ballot) into question and force that member to 
justify their choices.

2. The host committee shall have the power to use any 
means necessary to cause the removal fro® the ballot of 
any nominee they do not personally fee is worthy of such.a 
nomination, regardless of how the members voted.

3. The host, committee shall have the power to add 
individuals to the ballot that the coamittes feels should 
have been on the ballot, regardless of how the members 
voted.

4. The host coaittee shall have the power to decide if 
the ballots such be kept secret.

5. The host comaittee shall have the power to diregard 
the requirements that all members be given an equal voice 
in the Hugo award process.

With respect to the matter imediately at hand, there are 
many who believe we have been the victims of libel, 
slander and innuendo. Noreascon Three has taken the 
position that we are guilty unless we prove ourselves 
innocent. This is obviously the reverse of what the free 
people of the world feel should take place. He doubt 
anyone who sight be nominated in the future would want 
this form of perverted logic to become common. Based on 
only the thinnest of circumstantial evidence, you chose to 
condemn us without even lifting a finger to check the 
facts. You decided we were guilty based on your feeling 
that our work couldn’t merit a nomination. He wonder if 
any one of you, let alone all of those making the 
decision, even read the book you were so quick to judge. 
Horse yet, your committee members we spoke to confirmed 
that it was your intent not to give either of us any 
warning of the charges leveled against us. You wanted to 
ensure that we "got what was coming to us" with no chance 
to defend ourselves. Why or how anyone could have been 
this malicious to someone they had never even met is 
beyond our comprehension. The pain and anguish you have 
caused us is beyond description. Ths material damage to 

our careers has already started. We're positive that when 
the members of the science fiction community entrusted you 
with the power you have they didn't envision you would 
misuse it in such a vile and perverse manner.

The withdrawal of our nominations wa sextracted from us 
with the unkept promise of a complete exoneration in a 
press release — a press release that was modified without 
our knowledge so as to be sore indictment than exoneration. 
This is yet another example of your questionable ethics.

We have steadfastly maintained our innocence. Further, we 
asked you repeatedly to correct the grave injustice you 
have perpetrated. You have maintained that we must prove 
our innocence to your satisfaction before you will take any 
action. You even insisted the proof of our innocence had 
to include the identification of a guilty party. Never has 
any Hugo nominee been forced to prove and then justify so 
much to so few.

In spite of communications to your committee from non
disputant parties indicating our innocence, you couldn't 
conceive of, and weren't willing to admit that, the ballots 
might have been cast by honest members attempting to 
nomination according to the rules. ((See editor's 
footnote.)) The subleties of the politics and face-saving 
employed by Noreascon Three do not elude us. Your refusal 
to accept the explanation offered for the ballots still in 
question is cowardly in the extreme. Clearly, the only 
infraction of USES rules was perpetrated by Noreascon 
Three, as admitted in your own first press release. He are 
making this letter public because we no longer feel we can 
turst the Noreascon Three committee to deal in an honorable 
manner.

We feel the following actions should be taken by Noreascon
Three immediately:

1. Issue a full, unequivocal public apology to us and to 
the members of Noreascon Three for the actions taken by the 
committee and the inability of your committee to maintain 
confidentiality.

2. Reinstate our Hugo nominations with all the rights and 
privileges thereto.

Issue a full, unequivocal public statement that our 
nomination for the Campbell Award was never in question.

4. Issue corrected Hugo ballots along with copies of the 
apology and an explanation of the wrong-doing of Noreascon 
Three.

The cost and inconvenience NorBascon Three will suffer is 
negligible compared to the suffering you have caused us. 
He feel it is entirely reasonable for us to expect you to
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sake this «iniaal effort to eitigate damages you have 
caused. There is nothing you can do to sake us entirely 
whole.

If you refuse our reasonable request, we hope the science 
fiction. „cs«aunity m-W judge you accordingly.

((The "tWoftT?btidns...fro8i non-disputant parties’ refers 
to an alleged group of Lunacon attendees who contacted 
Hamilton with the claim they bought their soberships with 
postal «oney orders and all listed hi® and The Guardsaen 
on their ballots. The group’s letter is discussed in the 
aain article.

((As noted in the Min article, the cossittee issued a 27- 
page response to the Beese/Haailton letter. Chairaan Hark 
Olson's specific reply to their demands is:

NOREASCQN THREE COMITTEE: *1. He believe that the 
Noreascon Three Conaittee has acted honorably and with the 
best intent. He do not see that the cooisittee needs to 
apologize.

"2. He reaoved you fro# the ballot in the first place at 
your urgent request. If you had changed your Binds before 
the ballot had been printed, we would have obliged. At 
this point, tore than 5000 Hugo ballots have been 
distributed and over 150 Hugo ballots have been returned. 
Any further change to the list of noninees is iapossible.

*3. He agree that your noeination for the Campbell Award 
was not dependent on the soney order ballots and are 
pleased to say so publicly.

'4. This request is answered in the above three points.

’As we have stated to you in the past, we have no evidence 
that you were parties to the soney-order-ballot fraud. He 
will state this publicly. However, we believe that you 
should focus your righteous anger at those who perpetrated 
this fraud, not at Noreascon for uncovering it and acting 
to protect the Hugos, /s/ Hark L. Olson, Chairaan.’

HUGOS GET STUFFED

JEORGE FLYNN: As 1 guess you already know fro# the second 
press release, the paragraph about Todd Haailton is in 
addition to, not instead of, the original bloc-voting 
paragraph (except that on the actual ballot we had io edit 
both paragraphs to fit.)

The answer to Brad Foster’s question is that the Fan

Artist Hugo was originally for work in fanzines only, but 
at L.A.con 1 it was asended to include “other public 
display’, with the explicit intent of including convention 
art shows (as is also obvious fro# the fact that Hjo 
Trimble aade the sotion.)

And a belated cosaent on 178: It's very nice that there’s 
so little ‘fannish inactivity in Alberta’, but what does 
that have to do with Winnipeg? Perhaps you had Hanitoba in 
Bind? (I was astonished to find 473 had no cracks fro# 
Canada about ignorant Americans...)

HARRY HARNER JJL Of course, the inforaation about bloc 
voting for Hugos is alarming. I no longer care in 
particular who wins the Hugo awards because not aore than a 
few dozen potential voters see all the fanzines that sight 
deserve a Hugo or all the fan writings that could be 
honored with a Hugo, and I doubt if the nusber of voters 
who read all the professional fiction published in a year 
is such greater. Still, if a thousand dollars or so gets 
spent to buy fifty or sore supporting aesberships for this 
purpose, it’s tore evidence that HcrldCon circumstances are 
running aack.

I do think the HorldCon authorities owe us an announcesent 
of who and what achieved nosination because of bloc voting 
in the categories were a sixth noiinee was added. 
Obviously there is nothing criminal or ia#oral in bloc 
voting, or the committee would have refused to accept those 
ueaberships. So it shouldn't be libelous to reveal their 
identity, and in this way the other five nominees in each 
of those categories would be freed fro# suspicion. It 
isn't fair that the other five in each category should be 
left in circumstances that could cause soae fans to assu#e 
they're in there because of bloc voting.

CATHERINE FITZSIMONS: ((Editor's note: To conserve space 
Catherine's letter has been heavily edited where it raises 
questions already covered in the Beese/Haailton letter 
appearing elsewhere this issue.))

In regard to the recent brouhaha concerning the Hugo 
nosinations I a# outraged by the manner in which the 
Nreascon III coaaittee (N3) and George Flynn in particular 
handled this flatter. While refusing to release sufficient 
inforaation which would clear those involved, they have 
used rumor and innuendo to malign the characters of three 
very fine people. They have caused these people a great 
deal of pain and have alsost certainly da»aged, if not 
destroyed, the career of one of the three. All out of an 
overblown sense of self-righteousness.

....The N3 press release states that the coaaittee was 
’highly disturbed’ by the concept of such bloc voting. 
However, they also acknowledge that there is nothing in the 
WSFS Constitution prohibiting this. In fact, such bloc
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nominating has been done in the recent past. Perhaps not 
so ’blatantly" as was done here, but it has been done. 
The fanzine nominations at Atlanta are a good example. 
There, a group decided that their fanzine ought to be on 
the ballot and they nominated so masse. While there was a 
great 'deal of discussion about whether the fanzine in 
question belonged on the ballot, no one so such as implied 
there had, been anything unethical in the way it was 
noBinated. > And, to tell the truth, here was talk in 
Texas for- several years to "bloc nominate” and get Pat 
Kuei 1 er and The Texas §F Inguirer on the ballot. But 
because Pat and the Igguirer were ’deserving" of ths 
honor, no one seemed to think anything was wrong in such 
tactics. The only difference here is that (1) the bloc 
appears to have been paid for by a single person with 
consecutive money orders (in spite of the fact that the 
ballots can, as Mark Olson acknowledged to Marie Bartlett, 
be attributed to 25 very real individuals) and (2) Flynn 
and N3 apparently believe that the alleged perpetrators 
don’t belong on the ballot because the caliber of their 
work is not "up to snuff*.

....As a direct result of the M3 press release, comments 
flew across CompuServe and other networks, such as SMOF- 
BBS, maliciously maligning the integrity of the two and, 
by implication, the spouse of one. One message written by 
a relatively well-known, up-and-coming writer was 
blatantly libelous. (That is not only my personal 
opinion, it is my legal opinion.) ((FitzSismons is an 
attorney in Illinois.)) The writer has since "apologized* 
for any misinterpretation of his comments, but how can you 
misinterpret a statement that two people "bought* thereir 
way onto the Hugo ballot? This writer, as well as others, 
seems to think that because he was merely ‘discussing’ the 
issue that he is not subject to a lawsuit. Mell, I have 
news for him; he is. That those he maligned have not 
decided to sue him speaks only of their good natures and 
the fact that they wish to put this behind then as soon as 
possible.

....All in all, I think Olson, Flynn and the rest of the 
N3 committee have handled this atrociously. They did not 
have to release this information in this manner. If they 
truly felt there was a problem they had several options, 
the worst of which was the Baking the problem known in the 
manner they did. At a minimum, they should have contacted 
the people involved — not only the nominees affected, but 
also those people whose names were on the ballots. There 
certainly was not cause for them to go looking for more 
•patterns' in the balloting, since families and other 
groups often vote similarly. Obviously, patterns are 
going to show up. Mill N3 tell us about any other 
patterns which dorPt involve these two writers? Hah! The 
fact is, N3 had absolutely no right to do what they did 
and I, as a member of M3, demand an explanation for their 
actions. In addition, I think SEMA and ASFA should ask N3 

why it didn't even notify these two before branding them, 
since it could happen to one of their members again in the 
future. Surely, there should be some process by which the 
accused can confirm or deny the allegations of wrong-doing 
and I think SFMA and. ASFA members (as well as nominees in 
other categories) should have the right to such a process.

FLASHBACK ON FILE 770:7$

LAURIE MANNi An *ahe«» interesting issue of File 770. . As 
the head of program for the last Boskone, Dawn Atkins’ 
letter on her problems at Mestercon struck a familiar 
chord. Doreen Webbert either should have told her the 
program was full to begin with, or should have backed her 
against Charlie Brown's wrath.

The problem we’ve had with several people over the years is 
their attitude that convention program is OBLIGATED to 
invite all comers (pros, BNFs, whoever). In fact, the 
people who run convention program have two obligations:

They should design/oganize the best program they can for 
the sake of the attendees.

They should showcase the con's GoH as best they can.

When people ask to be on program, they should either be 
told yes or no. If they are told yes, then they deserve to 
be treated well by the concom, and they need to attend 
their program items and participate appropriately. If they 
are told no, then they shouldn’t press the issue.

I must say that I liked all the art in the last issue. I 
wasn’t fond of the illos by Berislav Pinjuh until I noticed 
he said he was only 17. Not bad for a younger cartoonist.

DAVID THAYER: I enjoyed Francis Hamit's Minicon report. It 
made me feel as if I was actually there. Wait a minute — 
I was actually there!

Your reporting of the Hugo controversy had me wondering 
where P.J. Beese, co-author of The Guardsmen with Todd 
Hamilton, was during the discussion to drop the item from 
the ballot. Rumors from Marcon are that Hamilton, the 
Artist Guest, was uncomplimentary of the Noreascon concern 
in his GoH speech. What's the whole story here?

Alexis Gilliland’s fillos were entertaining and 
enlightening as usual. Those by Berislav Pinjuh indicate 
another manic fanartist in the making. Perhaps he should 
take Brad Foster’s cartoon advice, 'Kids! Don't try this 
at home!"



22 Now for the hailbag

hichael M. SINCLAIR: Sr. Guidry is a gentleaan and as far 
as I know is neither an attorney nor an alusnus of 'Head 
Start*.

LLOYD .^fiNEYr GooiUtgC. Borislav Pinjuh in finding fanuoa 
at if....ay finding fandoa at 17 would have aade ay 
growing’ttjr'Wtlr easier. Maybe Tadranka can get back at 
Berislav by -'rawing a picture of his.

LYNN MAUDLIN^ The Mythcon XIX report was great; it’s 
always fun to read a con report that sakes you laugh while 
reminding you of absurd «oaents and sakes you scratch your 
head in wonder over the ones you aissed (like saybe that 
Hoon Moaan and Brunhilda didn’t recognized the grey-haired 
lady because they didn’t SEE the grey-haired lady? Me 
were well-past the punch-drunk exhausted stage by then! I 
plead extenuating circumstances.)

The only "correction’ is to point out that I was not 
chairman of the con but chairman of the Council of 
Stewards (the board that governs the Mythopoeic Society, a 
nonprofit organization). ‘ That sounds sore hoo-de-hoody 
than it is: a rotating chairaanship at which we take 
turns. But you're absolutely right, NOBODY else got to 
chaffeur two such pulchritudinous feaales stewards to 
Mythcon and you definitely earned you Eagle Scout patch!

Finally, I want credit for the "Just say NOLAcon* line. 
About 13.28 will be sufficient.

vhere Are Ihsx SsyI

CHANGES OF ADDRESS: Sarah Prince writes: "I have moved, to 
a little hole in the wall according to good fannish 
tradition... I like to say it's my reaction to having the 
worldccm in-state -- moving farther out into the sticks (ay 
actual residence is in still a different town, north of 
Worcester, the unknown second-largest city in New England."

Mike Christie and Sherry Coidsaith will receive sail at the 
address shown below after Hay 31. They will not be 
resident there between June 20 and August 10, so anyone 
with an urgent message should cal 1 the Goldsmith phone 
(915) 949-4072. Between June 25 and August 6 you should 
call Mary Sheridan at (517) 353-6486. Mary is the sanager 
of the Clarion East writing workshop in Michigan where 
they’ll be.

Sarah Prince, PG Box 217, S. Berlin HA 01549
Michael J, Naish, PC Box 19951, Baltimore HD 21211
Patrick and Teresa Nielsen Hayden, 23 Winter Ave. First 

Floor, Staten Island NY 10301, (718) 442-4930
Leslie Smith, 1209 Miller Ave., Ann Arbor MI 48103
Mike Christie b Sherry Goldsmith, c/o Coldsaith 3502

Tanglewood, San Angelo TX 76904
Tim Kyger, 100 N. Carolina Ave. SE #3, Washington DC 20003
Michael Mallis, !£47 Milkv Pass Rd. 1161, Concord CA 

(zip?)
Jeff Schalles, Toad Kall, 3444 Blaisdell Ave. S., 

Minneapolis MN 55408-4315 (effective July)
Eve AdSnRpy-3530-NM 30th Place, Gainesville FL 32&05
Skip fldr; aboosic Lake Rd., Merrfi^O^Wt

Richard Bergeron B4 
P0 Box 5989*
Old San Juan PR 00905

File 770:80
Mike Slyer
5828 Hoodsan Ave. 12
Van Nuys CA 91401

FIRST CLASS

If marked __  your subscription has expired. 
Please renew: 5 issues for $5,00
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